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About This Content

As one of the most powerful beings in the Multiverse, you’re always seeking new magic to expand your mastery and defeat your
foes. This Duels of the Planeswalkers 2012 deck pack includes two brand-new decks for Campaign and Multiplayer play. “Dark

Heavens” is a white and black deck that combines the supernatural powers of Angels and Demons to punish the opposition.
“Forest’s Fury” is a green deck that uses the towering might of Treefolk and the awesome power of nature to stomp on any who

stand in your way!
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Forest's Fury is broken and will reset so you can not permanently unlock cards. Not happy at all.. A couple new decks to keep
the game fresh.. Forest Fury is broken for many players. That's one of two decks in this DLC. Unlocked cards will reset to 0\/20
when ending the game session and reloading the game. I guess they want you to pay extra for the full deck unlock? Let's not
pretend as if this will ever be fixed.. Instead of earning your decks while in game you can buy them at a small price. With this
downloadable content you can unlock this deck and use it at your discretion forever. This is a great thing to do but you might be
wasting your money if you already know that you can unlock the deck already in game while just playing. This purchase just
makes customizing decks easier and more convenient since you'll be unlocking the deck right away. I do suggest buying this
little shortcut if you are too lazy to earn it while in game or think you can't earn it while in game. If you plan to play online then
its a great idea to buy this downloadable content to make sure your not at a disadvantage while playing your opponents. To
unlock decks in game you have to beat certain players in the campaign which at times can be a challenge but very rewarding
since you unlock decks. This DLC deck unlock is there if you need it and if you know you don't then don't buy it and earn all
the decks while in game.
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